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Kiang Malingue is pleased to present for Frieze London a series of new 
sculptures by Nabuqi (b. 1984, Inner Mongolia, China). Furthering her 
exploration of the domestic environment, Nabuqi’s new body of works 
emphasises the tension between the subject and the object, and that 
between the sculptural and the functional-ornamental as she 
theatricalises spatial relationships and gives birth to novel forms. 

Known for creating meticulously slender, fluid sculptural forms for more 
than a decade, Nabuqi has become deeply interested in remapping the 
domestic environment and reconsidering household objects in the last 
four years. In 2018, Nabuqi devised Do real things happen in moments of 
rationality? that ushers in the animalistic-locomotive; In 2020, she paid 
homage to Richard Hamilton and presented How to Be "Good Life", a 
spatialisation of a new interiority; In 2021, for her solo exhibition "Ghost, 
Skin, Dwelling", she presented a total environment that unequivocally 
encouraged a reconsideration of life and home today, by placing within an 
evacuated apartment a miniature fountain, a group of minimal benches, 
and a number of lamps that resembled archaeological findings. 

For Frieze London, Nabuqi assigns new roles to furniture pieces and 
further theatricalises the relationship between the actors. At the centre of 
the presentation is No.3-No.7 (Acrylic table, bowl and others), a 
transparent, circular surface that is occupied by small objects. The hard 
and soft objects suggest activities that play out around the table, and a 
particular, eclectic lifestyle that as an organising principle leaves room for 
random developments and casual sculptural gestures. No.1 (Light box with 
four birds) revisits the motif of the animal — specifically that of the bird — 
that frequently appears in many of Nabuqi’s recent works. Combining in 
yet another novel way a jagged, comb-like light box and repeated images 
of a bird, the artist continues her inquiry into the inter-activity and 
reciprocity promised by sculptural and pictorial forms.  

In the solo booth, No.8 (Swiss cheese plant in a plate) is the only artwork 
in bronze, a material Nabuqi favours. It reminds one of the "Fossil" series 
floor lamps that appear archaeological in the "Ghost, Skin, Dwelling" 
exhibition, and also of earlier works by the artist that require laborious 
handling before casting. Lastly, the oddly disproportionate, protruding oval 
No.2 (Yellow leather sculpture) demonstrates Nabuqi’s interest in 
reimagining the interior on a materialist level: as the only abstract, non-
functional object in this home environment, this soft anti-totem hovers and 
offers itself up to caress, encapsulating the bodily economy manifest in 
this theatre where objects act as both props and characters. 

(Date) 
Private view: 12 - 13 October 
Public days: 14 - 16 October 

(Location) 
The Regent's Park, London, UK, 
NW1 4LL 

(Contact) 
office@kiangmalingue.com;  
+852 28100317 

(Media Enquiries) 
Sarah Aiman  
sarah@kiangmalingue.com;  
+852 28100317 

(All Other Enquiries) 
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lorraine@kiangmalingue.com;  
+852 28100318
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(About Nabuqi) 

Nabuqi graduated from the Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2013, and 
currently lives and works in Beijing. Her recent exhibitions include "Mirror 
Image: A Transformation of Chinese Identity", (Asia Society Museum, New 
York, 2022); "Feeling the Stones: The First Diriyah Biennial" (2021); "Noire 
Lumière", (HOW Art Museum, Shanghai, 2020); "Study of Things. Or A 
Brief Story about Fountain, Brick, Tin, Coin, Wax, Stone, Shell, Curtain and 
Body", (Guangdong Times Museum, Guangdong, 2020); 58th Venice 
Biennale "May You Live In Interesting Times" (2019); "Cold Nights" (UCCA 
Art Centre, Beijing, 2017); "Absent Paragraph" (Museum Beelden aan Zee, 
Den Haag, 2017); "Any Ball" (Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing, 2017); 
The 11th Shanghai Biennale "Why Not Ask Again: Arguments, Counter- 
arguments, and Stories" (2016) and the 11th Gwangju Biennale "The Eighth 
Climate (What Does Art Do?)" (2016). She has been nominated for the 
2016 Art Sanya Huayu Youth Award. 

(About the gallery) 

Kiang Malingue is a Hong Kong based commercial gallery founded by 
Lorraine Kiang and Edouard Malingue. Formerly known as Edouard 
Malingue Gallery, this initiative was founded in 2010 to build a critical 
dialogue between international contemporary artists, both emerging and 
established, who combine aesthetic concern with conceptual enquiry, and 
work across different disciplines from video and installation, to painting 
and sound. 


